
Administrative Advantages

COVID-19 Compliance
Reduce physical contact to a bare minimum 
practicing social distancing

Reduce Physical Risk
EliminatesEliminates risk of smuggling into detention fa-
cility. Reduces risk of confrontation during 
questioning (between plaintiff and detainee 
or police) 

Reduced Carbon Footprint
All stakeholders movements are reduced or 
eliminated

Livestreaming
Livestream public court sessions recording 
increases transparency 

 

Operational Advantages

Increase overall efficiency 
Fully conduct sessions remotely.

Decrease backlog of cases 
ReviewsReviews of sessions' videos and their tag-
ging accelerates information retrieval,  deci-
sion and “opinion forming” 

Ensured/increased attendance
Witnesses, experts, judges, prosecutors and 
police advised of time of session via SMS 
and e-mail reducing “no show” situations.

Synchronized Schedules 
Room availability and schedule are clear and 
well defined.

Automated Video Tagging
Searchable video archive serves for  training 
and for future reference 
 

A Future-proof Digital Justice Solution Based on 
Today’s Needs



Fully integrated digital 
solutions for modern day 

Judicial Systems

Integrated API
All your systems can be in-
tegrated together, reduc-
ing data duplication and 
simplifying processes for 
all users.

Flexible Addons
AI powered upgrades such 
as speech to text and 
facial recognition can be 
incorporated into the solu-
tion.

Powerful Video Library
Internal video library pro-
vides powerful features 
such as speech recogni-
tion, event search, and 
livestreaming.

High Definition Video
Modern Cisco Telepres-
ence Endpoints provide 4K 
video at 60 frames per 
second, allowing for body 
language to be monitored.

Business Intelligence
Advanced reporting fea-
tures provide a birds-eye 
view of the entire judicial 
process, along with de-
tailed analytics.

Highly Scalable
Expandable as needed to 
a large number of end-
points and investigation 
rooms.

Key Features

Advanced Video Management

Searchable & Tagged video library is acces-
sible based on user rights as per IT policy

Tagging of videos makes them an asset that 
IT can leverage for training and monitoring 
purposes

Decreasing overall IT operations costs by le-
veraging existing IT storage, servers and 
communications infrastructure.
 

User Friendly

Use of familiar Judiciary system reduces 
complexity , eliminates application Silos &  in-
creases efficiency of system by streamlining 
process

Reduced training needs to a bare minimum 
(VS interface) : IT needs to train users only 
on use of Judiciary system as booking & 
starting session are done automatically

No error in recording or risk of no recording ; 
System starts video recording on time as per 
set schedule

NumberNumber of “no show”  sessions is greatly re-
duced  as all the stakeholders get e-mail and 
SMS notifications 


